We study the possible difference between the quantum and the private capacities of a quantum channel in the zero-error setting. For a family of channels introduced by [LLSS14], we demonstrate an extreme difference: the zero-error quantum capacity is zero, whereas the zeroerror private capacity is maximum given the quantum output dimension.
Introduction
Given Alice, a sender, and Bob, a receiver, any communication from Alice to Bob can be modeled by a quantum channel N . Various capacities of the quantum channel N can be defined to quantify its capability for communicating different types of data. The quantum capacity Q(N ), measured in qubits per channel use, establishes the maximum rate for transmitting quantum information and how well we can perform quantum error correction. The private capacity P (N ), in bits per channel use, gives the maximum rate of private classical communication. Errors that become negligible as the number of channel uses increases are allowed in the above definitions. MACA06, BS07] , and many further interesting results are found [DUAN09, CCH11, CS12, DSW13, SS14, SS15, S15]. In particular, some channels cannot transmit quantum data perfectly given only one use, but have a large transmission rate with two uses. Also, there exist channels with no zero-error capacity but whose joint zero-error capacity is positive, a phenomenon called superactivation. In fact, quantum channels with no zero-error classical capacities are found to have joint zero-error quantum capacities (that activates all of zero-error classical, private, and quantum capacities)! Superactivation is impossible for classical channels. Various assisted communication scenarios have also been studied but they are out of the current scope.
We denote the zero-error quantum and private capacities for a quantum channel N as Q 0 (N ) and P 0 (N ) respectively. Zero-error private classical communication requires perfect data transmission such that no one but the receiver gains any information on the data. Clearly Q 0 (N ) ≤ Q(N ) ≤ P (N ) and Q 0 (N ) ≤ P 0 (N ) ≤ P (N ).
In this paper, we study the zero-error quantum capacity of the channels introduced in [LLSS14] , and demonstrate an exact extreme separation. For these channels, P 0 (N ) = log d and Q 0 (N ) = 0. In other words, each of these channels has no capacity to transmit quantum information perfectly, even it has full ability to distribute private information perfectly.
Preliminaries
In this section, we discuss some background and notation in quantum information and zero error capacities for a quantum channel. Readers familiar with these subjects can proceed to the next section.
A complex Euclidean space refers to any finite dimensional inner product space over the complex numbers. Let 
represents the maximum number of qubits one can send perfectly by one use of N . The zero-error quantum capacity of N , Q 0 (N ), is defined as:
The main difficulty of evaluating the zero-error capacity of a quantum channel is that there is no upper bound on the required number of uses n in evaluating the above expression. This remains the case even for the simpler problem of determining whether Q 0 (N ) = 0. For example, in [SS14] , for any integer k, the authors found a channel N for which α q (N ) = 1 but α q (N ⊗2 ) ≥ k. They also found a channel N for which the k-shot capacity vanishes but Q 0 (N ) > 0. Furthermore, superactivation is possible (see section 1) and [CS12] exhibits an extreme example in which channels N 1 , N 2 have no zero-error classical capacity but Q 0 (N 1 ⊗ N 2 ) > 0. Fortunately, for our purpose, we can invoke the following lemma from [CS12] . 
and
where |α ± β = 1/ √ 2(|α ± |β ).
Private communication via a memoryless classical channel and quantum key distribution are well established subjects. Private classical communication of a quantum channel has more recently been formally introduced in [Dev05] . The private capacity of N measures the maximum rate of reliable classical data transmission via N while keeping the output of the complementary channel independent of the data. In [Dev05] , an expression for the private capacity is derived,
where B i , E i are the output and environment spaces for the i th channel use,
is the quantum mutual information between C and D evaluated on the state of CD, S(·) denotes the von Neumann entropy, and E = {p x , ρ x } is a general ensemble of possibly mixed states ρ x on the n input spaces
respectively. Once again, the requirement to optimize over n in the capacity expression Eq. (5) is an obstacle for evaluating the private capacity in general. However, useful lower bounds and properties of the private capacity can still be inferred from Eq. (5).
Consider any quantum channel N with a quantum output B and a classical output C. We use Eq. (5) to show that P (N ) ≤ log 2 dim(B). We first consider the one shot case.
The first equality comes from the classicality of C, that the environment E already has a copy of the information. The second equality follows from decomposing the von Neuman entropy of a quantum-classical system [NC00] . If we optimize the expression in the square brackets, we obtain the one-shot private capacity for N conditioned on C = c, which is upper bounded by log 2 dim(B). The argument for the n-shot case is identical, with B, C, E replaced by n-tuples.
Zero-error Quantum Capacity of N d
In this section, we first describe the family of channels that will exhibit the extreme separation between the zero-error quantum and private capacities. Then, we derive those capacities.
The family of channels N d introduced in [LLSS14] can be schematically summarized as follows:
For each integer d ≥ 2, we define the channel N d which has two input registers A 1 and A 2 , each of dimension d. A unitary operation V is applied to A 2 , followed by a controlled phase gate P = ∑ i,j ω ij |i i| ⊗ |j j| acting on A 1 A 2 , where ω is a primitive d th root of unity. Bob receives only A 1 (now relabeled as B) and "V B ", which denotes a classical register with a description of V. The A 2 register is discarded. The complementary channel has outputs A 2 (relabeled as E) and "V E " which also contains a description of V. The isometric extension is given by
Here, V is drawn from any exact unitary 2-design G = {g 1 , g 2 , · · · , g m } (such as the Clifford group, see [CLLW15] and the references therein).
It was shown in [LLSS14] that P(N d ) = log d. The method given by [LLSS14] to transmit private classical data has no error and has perfect secrecy so This motivates the current study, to demonstrate an extreme separation of P 0 and Q 0 using the channels N d . Our main result is that, no finite number of uses of N d can be used to transmit one qubit with zero error. This implies in particular Q 0 (N d ) = 0, while P 0 (N d ) = log d, attaining the extremes allowed by the quantum output dimension (see end of section 2.)
In [DUAN09, DSW13, SS14], the non-commutative graph of a quantum channel is defined and used to study several different zero-error capacities. In particular, [SS14] derived sufficient conditions for the impossibility of superactivation of zero-error quantum capacity of a channel in terms of properties of the single-copy non-commutative graph. If a channel satisfies any of these conditions, and has no one-shot zero error quantum capacity, then it has no zero-error quantum capacity by induction. However, we show in the appendix that the non-commutative graph of N d does not satisfy any of these conditions, along with a discussion of its non-commutative graph.
Our main technical result is a characterization of pairs of input states whose orthogonality is preserved by n uses of the channel. We first state the consequence of Theorem 2 and then we will return to prove it. 
Proof (theorem 3).
Suppose by contradiction, some n uses of N d can be used to transmit a 2-dimensional subspace spanned by a basis {|ψ 1 , |ψ 2 }, where |ψ 1 = ∑ i 1 ,··· ,i n |i 1 , · · · , i n |α i 1 ,··· ,i n , and |ψ 2 = ∑ i 1 ,··· ,i n |i 1 , · · · , i n |β i 1 ,··· ,i n . According to Lemma 1,
Invoking Theorem 2 on the conditions above, for each i 1 , · · · , i n , at most one of |α i 1 ,··· ,i n = 0 and |β i 1 ,··· ,i n is nonzero, and at most one of (|α i 1 ···i n + |β i 1 ,··· ,i n ) and (|α i 1 ···i n − |β i 1 ,··· ,i n ) is nonzero, which implies |α i 1 ···i n = |β i 1 ,··· ,i n = 0. Then, |ψ 1 = |ψ 2 = 0 a contradiction.
We now turn to a proof for Theorem 2. We first consider the simpler one-shot case to illustrate the main ideas without the burden of the n-shot notations. Then, we prove Theorem 2 with similar techniques. 
Proof (lemma 4). We first rephrase the condition tr[N
Recall that V is chosen from an exact unitary 2-design G = {g 1 , g 2 , · · · , g m }. We rewrite the gate
where the first and second systems are B and E respectively. Then reducing the above states to B gives respectively
Their trace inner product can be rephrased:
where
, and
Having rephrased the condition tr[N d (ψ 1 )N d (ψ 2 )] = 0 as x|A|x = 0, we show below that the latter implies |x = 0. This is done by first evaluating A which has very simple structure, then analyzing its null space, and showing that the null space contains no nonzero state of the form given by |x .
One can calculate A directly because {g j } is an exact unitary 2-design [DCEL09, CLLW15]:
Here, for i = k, we have and 1 come from evaluating
where a i,i = 1 and a i,k = −
Having found an explicit expression for A, we analyze the support of A as follows:
So the null space of A is spanned by |µ ⊗ |Φ where |µ is any vector orthogonal to |ν .
We now show that |x = 0. Suppose by contradiction that |x = 0. Since x|A|x = 0, we have |x = |µ ⊗ |Φ for some |µ = 0. But |x = ∑ i |i |α i β c i . For each l ∈ {1, · · · , d},
which is a contradiction unless l|µ = 0. But now |µ = 0 which is a contradiction. We are now going to prove Theorem 2, using similar techniques.
Proof (theorem 2).
Consider two arbitrary pure input states for n uses of
Then the corresponding output states on B 1 · · · B n are This lemma was proved in [YDY14] . We include a proof here to be self-contained.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction, there is such a matrix M satisfying those conditions. Let
where U ranges over all unitaries of the form ⊗ n k=1 (U k ⊗ U c k ), and U k ranges over all unitaries for each k, and each U k ⊗ U c k acts on the system corresponding to the k th copy of I − Φ. Note that N satisfies the same properties as M, because the operation in Eq. (15) 
where tr 1,2··· ,n−1 denotes the partial trace operation on the first n − 1 parties (because the above is a completely positive map to N Γ = ∑ R k ∈R p k R Γ k ≥ 0.) Eq. (16) implies that for R k = (I − Φ) ⊗n−1 ⊗ Φ, we have r n−1 p k Φ Γ ≥ 0 which implies that p k = 0. Permuting the systems gives p l = 0 for any R l with n − 1 tensor factors of (I − Φ). Finally, we can recursively prove that p k = 0 for any R k ∈ R with n − 2 tensor factors, n − 3 tensor factors etc. So, N = 0 which is a contradiction.
Conclusion
In this paper, we show an extreme separation between zero-error quantum capacity and the private capacity by demonstrating for a class of channels that the private capacity is maximum given the output dimension, while there is no ability to transmit even one-qubit with any finite number of channel uses, when no error can be tolerated. We hope techniques from our work can be used to study the zero-error capacity of other channels.
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